PRANK BOX
Fooled ya! This Joybox is filled with everything you need to play the funniest pranks on people.
As seen on TikTok! Fool your parents and friends and don’t forget to film it! But be careful
they don’t get their revenge!

Just-like-real-turds: Wet a toilet paper roll and squeeze it together in your hand.
Shape it into a turd and put it next to or on the toilet seat. Adding some
chocolate spread to the toilet seat can make the prank even funnier.
Crackling carpet: Hide a large piece of bubble wrap underneath the mat.
Or put some pieces of bubble wrap under the toilet seat. The next person
to sit down on the toilet will have their pants scared off them!
Random applause: Grab a post-it and write on it with the marker: ‘Give me a
round of applause, but don’t reveal this note! :)’ Stick this on someone’s back!
Huuuuuge cockroach: Cut the shape of a cockroach out of paper and stick it
inside a lampshade. Spooky! It will look like there is a giant bug in the lamp.
Broken remote control: Take a piece of opaque tape and carefully stick it over
the laser of the remote control. Try it with other devices as well, such as a laser mouse!

Smaller shoes: On a piece of paper, use the marker to write the word: ‘fooled!’
Then crumple up some toilet paper together with this piece of paper and
put it in someone’s shoes, all the way in the tip.
Empty batteries: Take the batteries out of the remote control and
replace them with a piece of paper on which you write: ‘Fooled!’
Glass tsunami: Fill a glass with water and cover it with a piece of paper.
Flip the glass over on the table with the paper pressed against it.
When the glass is upside down, slide out the paper underneath it.
Whoever takes the glass will spill water everywhere.
Toilet of terror: Use the cardboard from the box and cut out giant white, sharp
teeth. Place them under the toilet seat so that it looks like the circle of the toilet
has pointy teeth. Yikes!
Tap prank: Stick a piece of tape to the spout of the tap so
the water bursts in all directions when someone turns on the tap.

The best wrapped gift: Take a cable tie and strap it very tightly around an
object. Do the same with all the other straps, until the object is completely
wrapped. Unwrapping a present full of these plastic ties will be a real challenge.
You can do the same prank with a smartphone too!
Toilet roll prank: Take a cable tie and wrap it around the toilet roll.
Then just wait for someone to go and do a number 2…

Moustache man: Has your mum or dad fallen asleep on the couch? Then draw
the most beautiful moustache on their upper lip with the marker!
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Spider escape: Turn a cup upside down and roughly cut a hole in it, just above
the rim. Place some of the leftover cardboard from the hole next to the cup.
Then stick a post-it note on the cup and write: ‘Beware! Giant spider
underneath this cup!’
Cold shower: Fill a water balloon and tape it above the doorway. On the top
of the door, stick a push pin that will hit the balloon when you close the door.
When the door is opened… splash… an unexpected cold shower!

All eyes on you: Open your fridge and collect together everything that’s in there.
Stick two googly on every product and wait for someone to open the fridge!
Office prank: Do your parents have a home office? Then fill their entire office
with post-its. The chair, the desk, the wall, the computer and even the mouse!
TIP: the glue stays sticky, so if you gather together the post-its and keep them
together, you’ll be able to easily reuse them.
Toilet prank: Cover the toilet with cling film, right underneath the toilet seat!
Cup trap: Fill lots of paper cups with water. Put them
closely together in a narrow passage so nobody can pass!
Booby trap: Roll out a large piece of cling film and stick it in the doorway at eye
level. Add another piece to make sure it’s firmly attached to the door. And now
wait for someone to bump into it! Why not take it further? Wrap somebody’s
smartphone with the cling film. Use as many layers as possible.

Spider toilet paper: Unroll a little bit of toilet paper and draw a big spider on
one sheet with the marker. Then roll everything back up and hang the roll in the
holder!

Sponge cake: Mmm, sponge cake is delicious! But now we’re going to make
it with real sponges. Place two sponges on top of each other, spread chocolate
spread or whipped cream on all sides and then put some sprinkles on top to
finish it off. Yum! TIP: make your own frosting by mixing powder sugar with water.

Coke explosion: A real classic! Make a lot of ice cubes in the same way as you’d
normally make them but put a Mentos in each of them. If someone pours a
glass of Coke and the ice cubes melt in it, the Coke starts to foam!

What’s in the box?
• Cling film

• Tape

• Firm tape

• Water balloons

• Markers

• Paper cups

• Post-its

• Zip ties

• Push pins

• Bubble wrap

In fun we trust
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